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Learn About
Making Predictions

When you make a prediction, you make a good guess about what
might happen next or in the future.
To make a prediction, think about clues in the reading passage. Also
think about what you already know about the clues and other things in the
reading passage. Then make your best guess about what might happen
next.
Read this story about Lauren and her family. As you read, think about
what might happen next. Look for clues in the story. Also think about
what you already know.

Grab the Umbrella!
Lauren and her family had just arrived in the park for a picnic. It had
started out as a beautiful sunny day, but you never know when the weather
will change.
“Tanya, put the chicken and the potato salad on
the blanket, please,” said Lauren. “Darryl, please lay
out the plates and the forks. And keep that umbrella
handy, just in case.”
Lauren looked around happily at her family. “I hope
everyone is hungry,” she said. Then she glanced up at
the sky, and splat. . . .
Think about what you read. What clues in the story can help you make
a prediction?
Clues may be in the title of a story. Re-read the title of this story. What
does it tell you? It tells you that an umbrella will be part of the story.
Clues may also be in pictures. What clues can you get from the picture
in this story? The picture shows an outside picnic setting. It also shows
dark clouds moving in. You probably know that dark clouds often mean
rain.
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Think about more clues that might help you make a prediction. Clues are often in
the details of a story. Details in a story often tell who, what, when, where, why or
how. In this story, think about the setting and what the characters do and say. These
details can help you make a prediction about what will happen next in the story.
Lauren and her family are at a park, ready to have a picnic. The weather is
sunny but that weather can change. This gives you a clue that the weather might
change. Lauren asks Darryl to keep the umbrella handy, just in case. You know
that people use an umbrella when it rains. This gives you a clue that the weather
might change to rain. After the food is set out, Lauren glances up at the sky, and
the story ends with the word splat. You know that raindrops, among other
things, can make a splatting sound.
Think about the clues: weather can change, dark clouds are moving in, they
keep an umbrella handy, there is a splat. Think about what you already know
about these things. Predict what will happen next in the story.
Clues in Story
Weather can change.
Dark clouds are moving in.
They keep an umbrella
handy.
There is a splat.

What You Already Know
Sunny weather can change
to rain.
Dark clouds often signal rain.
An umbrella is used in the
rain.
Raindrops can make a
sound like a splat.

Prediction
It will probably start to rain.

Based on clues in the story and on what you already know, you were able to
predict that the weather will probably change to rain.
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Details in nonfiction passages can also help you make predictions. These kinds
of details often tell who, what, when, where, why or how.

Remember: When you make a prediction, you make a good
guess about what might happen next or in the future.
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Borrow
This
Book

Preview

It was a rainy Saturday, and Barry was going to the
library for books. Barry loved to read, and he usually
could find many interesting books at the library. This
morning, he had invited his friend Sam to go along.
When Sam and Barry entered the library, Barry
headed straight to the mystery-book section. He
loved mysteries. He knew he could find a good
mystery book to read on a rainy day. But Sam had
not visited the library for a very long time, and at
first he just looked around.
“I can’t find any books,” complained Sam. “What
should I read?”
Barry thought for a minute. Barry knew that people
liked to read books about things that they loved. And
Barry knew that Sam loved racing cars. When Sam was
little, he kept tiny models of all his favourite racing
cars. Now Sam took pride in building the models
himself.
“Come with me,” said Barry. “I’ll show you some
books about something you really love – racing cars!
You’ll know just what to borrow.”
2. Which of these clues helped you
make this prediction?

1. What kind of book will Sam
probably borrow from the library?
 Sam will borrow
 Sam will borrow
friendship.
 Sam will borrow
racing cars.
 Sam will borrow

 Barry likes mysteries.
 Barry showed Sam some books
about something Sam really loved –
racing cars.
 Sam had not visited the library
for a very long time, and at first,
he just looked around.
 Barry likes to read about racing cars.

a mystery book.
a book about
a book about
a book about rain.
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Read this story about two friends
at the library. As you read, think
about what might happen next.
Look for clues in the story. Also
think about what you already
know.
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Look at the answer choices for each question.
Read why each answer choice is correct
or not correct.

1. What kind of book will Sam
probably borrow from the library?

2. Which of these clues helped you
make this prediction?

 Sam will borrow a mystery book.

 Barry likes mysteries.

This answer is not correct because
it is Barry, not Sam, who is
interested in mystery books.

This answer is not correct because
the question asks about Sam, not
Barry.

 Sam will borrow a book about
friendship.

● Barry showed Sam some books
about something Sam really
loved – racing cars.

This answer is not correct because
the story doesn’t say anything
about Sam’s wanting a book about
friendship.

This answer is correct because Sam
loved racing cars and would want to
borrow a book about them.

● Sam will borrow a book about
racing cars.

 Sam had not visited the library
for a very long time and, at first,
he just looked around.

This answer is correct because
Sam loved racing cars, and people
like to read about things that they
love.

This answer is not correct because
it doesn’t tell anything about what
kind of book Sam might want to
borrow.

 Sam will borrow a book about rain.

 Barry likes to read about racing cars.

This answer is not correct because
even though it was raining outside,
the story doesn’t say that Sam
was interested in a book about
rain.
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This answer is not correct because
Sam, not Barry, loved racing cars.
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Read this story about how Julian plans
to care for some birds. As you read, think
about what might happen next. Look for
clues in the story. Also think about what
you already know.

The Bird
Seed
Express
Every morning after
breakfast, Julian raced
outside to watch the birds.
He loved the fluttering wings
and hectic wild activity.
Sparrows hungrily searched
the ground for seed. The
mynas croaked and screamed
joyfully to each other. What
was so exciting that the
mynas had to call it out?
Julian was especially happy
when the blackbirds whistled
their tunes.
This morning was very
important to Julian. His
neighbour, Mr Voss, had fed
birds for years and had given
him a bag of seeds.Julian
knew only to feed he birds in
winter when there was little
natural food around. There
were little round seeds for
the sparrows. There were
cracked corn seeds for the
blackbirds. The greedy
mynas would eat anything,
but they seemed to like the
sunflower seeds best. Julian

scattered seeds over the
ground and then stepped
back and waited.
Before long, sparrows
swooped down and started
pecking. There certainly were
a lot of hungry sparrows.
The blackbirds gathered in a
line to feed next. A myna
flew overhead, scouting what
seeds were around. Julian
smiled in delight, as birds
seemed to come from all
around.
Just then a quick blurry
movement near the fence
caught Julian’s attention.
The myna croaked out a
warning to all in the area.
The feeding birds scattered
as an old grey cat leaped
among them.
“Hey, you old Tom,” said
Julian fondly as he scooped
the cat up in his arms. “You
leave my birds alone.” Julian
gently lowered the cat over
the fence and turned back to
his scattered bird food. “I’ll
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have to raise the seeds up
high to keep the birds away
from the cat,” thought
Julian. “I’d better build a
bird feeder.”
He borrowed supplies
from Mr Voss. All he needed
was a hammer, a saw, some
nails and a nice long board.
Wood chips flew as Julian
started to work. Sawdust
began to billow into the air.
Julian planned how he would
hang his feeder and care for
the birds.
Mr Voss told Julian how
different birds like to feed.
Sparrows like to find seed on
the ground. A nice long
platform might work for
them. Blackbirds like to sit
on a twig or tree branch. A
small stick or perch would be
good for them. Mynas are
big birds and they need a lot
of space to sit and eat.
“What kind of feeder
should I make?” wondered
Julian to himself.
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Answer these questions about the story.

3. What would probably happen if
a myna saw a cat in a tree?

1. If Julian wanted to get mynas to his
feeder, what would he probably use?





 It would
 It would
the cat.
 It would
ground.
 It would

sunflower seeds
black thistle seed
cracked corn seeds
little round seeds

fly into the tree.
try to make friends with
look for seed on the
call out a warning.

4. If Julian likes blackbirds the best,
what kind of bird feeder will he
probably build?

2. Which of these clues helped you
make this prediction?
 The mynas are greedy.
 There were little round seeds
scattered on the ground.
 The mynas liked the sunflower
seeds best.
 The bird feeder would be made
out of wood.

 He will scatter seed on the ground
and not use a feeder.
 He will build a feeder with perches.
 He will build a long flat platform.
 He will build a feeder on a tall pole.

5. Based on clues in the story, what kind of feeder do you think
Julian will build?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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